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DietNeRF regularized NeRF with 
a feature space loss, supervising 
novel views during training and 
transferring 2D knowledge.

Intuition: All views should have consistent semantics.
"A bulldozer is a bulldozer from any perspective."

Our insight: Train NeRF 
entirely in feature space. 
An aligned image-text 
representation like CLIP 
allows us to control 
synthesis with a caption.
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Problem: There aren't many 3D 
models available, making it 
difficult to train 3D generation.

Training Neural Radiance Fields with CLIP

Problems / Contributions

But due to limited data, generative models 
for 3D are narrow and category specific.

Representation matters:
Scaling image-text data

Neural Radiance Fields are photorealistic, but need many multi-
view photo captures. How to design novel content?
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Input Images Optimize NeRF Render new views

Fig. 1: We present a method that optimizes a continuous 5D neural radiance
field representation (volume density and view-dependent color at any continuous
location) of a scene from a set of input images. We use techniques from volume
rendering to accumulate samples of this scene representation along rays to render
the scene from any viewpoint. Here, we visualize the set of 100 input views of the
synthetic Drums scene randomly captured on a surrounding hemisphere, and we
show two novel views rendered from our optimized NeRF representation.

from a particular viewpoint we: 1) march camera rays through the scene to
generate a sampled set of 3D points, 2) use those points and their corresponding
2D viewing directions as input to the neural network to produce an output
set of colors and densities, and 3) use classical volume rendering techniques to
accumulate those colors and densities into a 2D image. Because this process is
naturally di↵erentiable, we can use gradient descent to optimize this model by
minimizing the error between each observed image and the corresponding views
rendered from our representation. Minimizing this error across multiple views
encourages the network to predict a coherent model of the scene by assigning
high volume densities and accurate colors to the locations that contain the true
underlying scene content. Figure 2 visualizes this overall pipeline.

We find that the basic implementation of optimizing a neural radiance field
representation for a complex scene does not converge to a su�ciently high-
resolution representation and is ine�cient in the required number of samples per
camera ray. We address these issues by transforming input 5D coordinates with
a positional encoding that enables the MLP to represent higher frequency func-
tions, and we propose a hierarchical sampling procedure to reduce the number of
queries required to adequately sample this high-frequency scene representation.

Our approach inherits the benefits of volumetric representations: both can
represent complex real-world geometry and appearance and are well suited for
gradient-based optimization using projected images. Crucially, our method over-
comes the prohibitive storage costs of discretized voxel grids when modeling
complex scenes at high-resolutions. In summary, our technical contributions are:

– An approach for representing continuous scenes with complex geometry and
materials as 5D neural radiance fields, parameterized as basic MLP networks.

– A di↵erentiable rendering procedure based on classical volume rendering tech-
niques, which we use to optimize these representations from standard RGB
images. This includes a hierarchical sampling strategy to allocate the MLP’s
capacity towards space with visible scene content.
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Can 3D reconstruction systems be trained with no photos?
We perform text-to-3D synthesis by training Neural Radiance 
Fields with zero input photos, only a caption.

text-to-3D in Colab! 
ajayj.com/dreamfields

“An epic wondrous 
fantasy painting 

of an ocean”

Limitations and future work
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"a picture of a 
flamingo scratching 

its neck"
Repeated structures at 

different viewpoints.

Regularizing Dream Fields
Dream Fields lacks a 3D prior, 
and NeRF can fit highly 
degenerate geometry (floaters, 
occlusions, translucency).

“an illustration of a 
pumpkin on the vine.”
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Object centric prompts

Augment backgrounds + random crop + Maximize transmittance

To fix geometry, we remove view dependence to model the shape without 
lighting and regularize mip-NeRF to be sparse and compact.

"an armchair/teapot/snail in the shape of a _____."

Compositional 3D generation --> easy concept exploration.Text to 3D with multi-view consistency

"A bird that has many colors on it."
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Diverse generations: changing the seed

• Only optimize individual viewpoints.
• Limited by CLIP / LiT training data
• Quality varies across prompts. 

Complex prompts are challenging.
• Improving realism, text.
• Exporting assets for graphics.

"A kettle in the 
shape of a 

fossil."

Solution: Captioned photographs are 
abundant and diverse. We repurpose 
scalable pre-trained image-text 
representations like CLIP.

Problem: Photorealistic 3D 
scene representations like 
NeRF are too flexible without 
photos or learned priors.

Solution: Regularize scene to be 
opaque but compact. Improve MLP for 
easier optimization.

1) Lack of 3D data

Text-to-image generation now supports 
incredible quality and diversity.

"an armchair in the shape of an 
avocado." (DALL-E)

"A chromeplated cat sculpture placed on a 
Persian rug." (Imagen)

"A pug dog."

"A small surfboard sign 
that says TRADER 

VIC'S, Los Angeles."

http://ajayj.com/dreamfields

